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Abstract Can any secrets still be shed by that much studied, uniquely integrable,
Elliptic Billiard? Starting by examining the family of 3-periodic trajectories and
the loci of their Triangular Centers, one obtains a beautiful and variegated gallery
of curves: ellipses, quartics, sextics, circles, and even a stationary point. Secondly,
one notices this family conserves an intriguing ratio: Inradius-to-Circumradius. In
turn this implies three invariants as corollaries: (i) the sum of bounce angle cosines,
(ii) the product of excentral cosines, and (iii) the ratio of excentral-to-orbit areas.
Monge’s Orthoptic Circle’s close relation to 4-periodic Billiard trajectories is wellknown. Its geometry provided clues with which to generalize 3-periodic invariants
to trajectories of an arbitrary number of edges. This was quite unexpected. Indeed,
the Elliptic Billiard did surprise us!
Keywords elliptic billiard, periodic trajectories, integrability, triangle center,
locus, loci, conservation, invariance, invariant, constant of motion
MSC 51M04 37D50 51N20 51N3568T20

1 Introduction
Things in motion sooner catch the eye
Than what not stirs.
–W.S., “Troilus and Cressida”
The Elliptic Billiard (EB) consists of a particle moving with constant velocity in
the interior of an ellipse, bouncing elastically against its boundary. A few trajectory
regimes are shown in Figure 1. Though the EB has been exhaustively studied [4,
24], can it still yield any surprises?
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Fig. 1: Particle trajectories in an Elliptic Billiard. Top left: the first four segments
of a trajectory starting at P1 along the red arrow, bouncing elastically at P2
(reflecting about normals n̂i ), etc. Top right: a 3-periodic trajectory. Bottom:
quasi-periodic regimes tangent to an elliptic (left) or hyperbolic (right) Caustic.
The first (resp. second) regime is established if a segment passes outside (resp.
between) the foci (black dots). Video [17, pl#1]

In 2011, we uploaded a video [17, pl#2] showing the family of 3-periodic trajectories as a continuous set of rotating triangles. We also drew the locus of their
Incenter and Intouchpoints1 . Though the latter was a self-intersecting sextic, Figure 2, we were surprised the former was (numerically) a perfect ellipse. For a
refresher on triangle concepts see Figure 3.
Over the next few years there surfaced elegant proofs showing that the locus
of the Incenter [6, 20], Barycenter [7, 22], Circumcenter [5, 7], and Orthocenter [7]
were all ellipses. Such a stream of results ushered us, some eight years later, into
this second exploratory cycle. Never could we anticipate the surprises still in store!

1.1 An experimental approach and an unexpected breakthrough
Keen to examine the loci of other Triangle Centers2 over the N = 3 orbit family3 ,
we built an interactive applet [16]. We started with the first 100 centers catalogued
1

Where the Incircle touches a triangle’s sides
A point defined in terms of vertex positions and angles which is invariant with respect to
rigid transformations.
3 Here we also use N = 3, N = 4 to denote 3-periodic, 4-periodic, etc.
2
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Fig. 2: An N = 3 orbit (blue), its Incircle (transparent green), Incenter (green dot)
and Intouch Points (brown dots). Over the N = 3 family, the Incenter locus is a
perfect ellipse (green), while the Intouchpoints produce a self-intersecting sextic
(dashed brown). Video [17, pl#2]

on Clark Kimberling’s Encyclopedia4 [13]. The loci these produced were quite
entertaining: ellipses, circles, a stationary point, a quartic, one with kinks, etc.,
see our locus gallery [18]. Interestingly, a few ellipses were similar and/or identical
to the Billiard or its Caustic [8].
Beyond loci, the N = 3 family revealed an amazing property: the ratio of
Inradius to Circumradius is invariant. Right under our noses, we thought! In turn,
this immediately dictated surprising relations involving orbit angles and areas.
At this point a remarkable object steps in, coaxing us into a breakthrough:
Monge’s Orthoptic Circle, Figure 5. Its direct connection with the N = 4 family has
been explored by eminent mathematicians [3]. Close observation of its geometry
provided a bridge with which to generalize N = 3 invariants to orbits of any
N . Indeed, there exist generic constructions for point, circular and Caustic loci
which are analogous to the N = 3 case. Additionally, conservation of angular
and area quantities already verified in N = 3 hold true for all N . Having started
this exploration with the humble triangle, these were remarkable surprises. Merci,
Gaspard!
As we crossed over to N > 3, our analytical methods became insufficient.
Luckily we were helped by generous mathematicians who contributed insights and
proofs [1, 9, 14, 21, 27, 28], see Acknowledgements.
We challenge the reader with some questions in the Conclusion and very much
welcome feedback. Many of our experiments are available as videos on a YouTube
playlist [17]. In the text, these are cited as [n, pl#m], where n is the standard
reference number and m is the video entry into the playlist. Section 8.1 provides
a quick-reference and links to all videos mentioned below.
4

More than 40,000 are listed there!
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Fig. 3: Notable Triangle Points, referred to as Xi , after Kimberling [13]. Left:
The Incenter X1 is the intersection of angular bisectors, and center of the Incircle
(green), a circle tangent to the sides at three Intouchpoints (green dots), its radius
is the Inradius r. The Barycenter X2 is where lines drawn from the vertices to
opposite sides’ midpoints meet. Side midpoints define the Medial Triangle (red).
The Circumcenter X3 is the intersection of perpendicular bisectors, the center of
the Circumcircle (purple) whose radius is the Circumradius R. The Orthocenter
X4 is where altitudes concur. Their feet define the Orthic Triangle (orange). X5
is the center of the 9-Point (or Euler) Circle (pink): it passes through each side’s
midpoint, altitude feet, and Euler Points [29]. The Feuerbach Point X11 is the
single point of contact between the Incircle and the 9-Point Circle. Right: given a
reference triangle P1 P2 P3 (blue), the Excenters P10 P20 P30 are pairwise intersections
of lines through the Pi and perpendicular to the bisectors. This triad defines
the Excentral Triangle (green). The Excircles (dashed green) are centered on the
Excenters and are tangent to the triangle sides at the Extouch Points ei , i = 1, 2, 3.
Lines drawn from each Excenter through sides’ midpoints (dashed red) concur at
the Mittenpunkt X9 . Also shown is Feuerbach’s Theorem [29]: besides the Incircle,
the 9-Pt Circle (pink) touches each Excircle at a single point (pink dots), the
vertices of the Feuerbach Triangle.

2 Integrability and Conservation
The EB is a 4-dimensional Hamiltonian System, the only planar Billiard known
to be integrable [12]. This means the particle’s path can be explicitly obtained
in terms of two Integrals of Motion: (i) Energy (constant velocity with elastic
collisions), and (ii) Joachimsthal’s (product of angular momenta with respect to
the foci [2, 24]). The EB can be regarded as a special case of Poncelet’s Porism
[4], Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Poncelet’s Porism states that given two nested ellipses, if one closed trajectory with N sides can be found starting at a point P on the boundary of the
outer while remaining tangent to the inner, then every boundary point (e.g., P 0 )
can initiate an N -trajectory, i.e., there exists a one-dimensional family of closed
trajectories.
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Fig. 5: Gaspard Monge (1746–1818) discovered that the locus of points whose tangents to a given ellipse subtend a right angle is a circle (red), called the Orthoptic
Circle. Its connection with Billiards is remarkable [3]: From a point P10 on the circle, shoot two rays tangent to the ellipse, intersecting them with the circle at P20
and P40 . From either one shoot one new tangent ray and obtain P30 . Four surprises:
(i) the intersections form a rectangle (green); (ii) the points of tangency with the
ellipse define a parallelogram (blue), which is (iii) a billiard orbit of the ellipse;
(iv) all N = 4 non-intersecting orbits are constant perimeter parallelograms. Video
[17, pl#5]
Let the boundary of the EB satisfy f (x, y) = (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 = 1, where (a, b)
are the semi-axes. Continuously, Joachimsthal’s Integral implies the trajectory
remains tangent to a confocal Caustic (for triangular trajectories, see Figure 6b).
At the bounces Pi = (xi , yi ), it implies a quantity γ is invariant, given by a
remarkable expression:
γ=

1
v̂.∇fi = constant > 0, for all i ,
2

(1)
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where v̂ is the normalized incoming velocity vector, and:
∇fi = 2

x

i
a2

,

yi
.
b2



(2)

Constant energy and γ constrain the space of trajectories to an abstract 2-torus
[24] where the motion has constant frequencies in suitable angular coordinates.
When frequencies are rationally-related, the motion is closed and the family has
constant period, implying:
Property 1 The family of N -periodic trajectories has constant perimeter L.
Indeed, L and γ only depend on a, b. For N = 3 explicit expressions have been
derived [7, 8].

3 Locus Pocus: Curves Galore
3.1 Incenter Locus Recap
Consider an EB centered at O, and an N = 3 orbit, shown in Figure 6a. A vertex
bisector is congruent with the inward normal to the ellipse, and these meet at the
orbit’s Incenter X1 .

P''
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P
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X1
X1

X1'

P2
(a) An N = 3 orbit, and its Incenter X1 :
where the bisectors concur.

(b) Three triangular orbits, each identified by a starting vertex P, P 0 , P 00 , and
their Incenters X1 , X10 , X100 , and the confocal Caustic.

Fig. 6: Triangular Orbits in an EB and their Incenter. Video [17, pl#6]

Consider the three N = 3 orbits in Figure 6b, identified by a starting vertex
P, P 0 , P 00 , as well as their Incenters X1 , X10 , X100 .
The Incenter’s Cartesian coordinates in terms of a parametrized vertex, say
P (t), are a rather long, non-linear expression [7]. This renders remarkable the fact
that its locus is an ellipse [20] as are those of the Barycenter X2 , Circumcenter
X3 , and Orthocenter X4 [5, 7, 22]. Recently, the following was also proven [8]:
Theorem 1 The locus of the center X5 of the 9-point circle is an ellipse.
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The above can be seen in Figure 7b and in [17, pl#7]. Indeed, numerical analysis of the first 100 Kimberling Centers (only 39,900 to go) reported that only 29
of them produce elliptic loci [8].
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(a) The locus of the Incenter X1 is an ellipse. Video [17, pl#2]
(b) The loci of Incenter X1 , Barycenter
X2 , Circumcenter X3 , Orthocenter X4 ,
and Center of the 9-Point Circle X5 are
all ellipses. Video [17, pl#7]

Fig. 7: Loci of major triangle centers are ellipses.

3.2 Eccentric Excenters
The Excenters are defined in Figure 3. As depicted in Figure 8, it can be shown
that [7]:
Theorem 2 The locus of the Excenters is an ellipse similar to a rotated version
of the Incenter’s.

Fig. 8: An EB (black) is shown with its axes rotated (to save space), as well as an
N = 3 orbit (blue) and its Excentral Triangle (solid green). The locus of Excenters
(vertices of the Excentral Triangle) is an ellipse similar to a perpendicular copy of
the locus of the Incenter (shown solid green inside the EB). Video [17, pl#8]
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The Excentral Triangle is an example of a Derived Triangle, i.e., its vertices
are computed taking the orbit as a reference triangle. Generally, we’ve found that
vertices of such triangles produce non-elliptic loci, with the Excentral Triangle being an exception. Consider the locus of the Intouch Triangle. As mentioned above,
their locus is a self-intersecting sextic [17, pl#2]. In the same vein, vertices of the
Feuerbach Triangle and Medial Triangle both produce non-elliptic loci, Figure 9.
Surprisingly [8]:
Theorem 3 The locus of the vertices of the Extouch Triangle, where Excircles
touch the orbit sides, is an ellipse identical to the Caustic.

Billiard
Feuerbach Point
Extouch Triangle
Intouch Triangle
Feuerbach Triangle
Medial Triangle

Fig. 9: The vertices of the Intouch (green), Feuerbach (blue), and Medial (red)
Triangles produce non-elliptic loci. Surprisingly, the Extouchpoints as well as the
Feuerbach Point X11 (both shown brown), are identical to the N = 3 Caustic.
Video [17, pl#9]

3.3 Fiery Feuerbach
The Feuerbach Point X11 is shown in Figure 3. X100 is its anticomplement5 . As
depicted in Figure 10, this duo produces a striking phenomenon [8]:
Theorem 4 The locus of the Feuerbach Point X11 is identical to the N = 3
Caustic and the locus of its anticomplement X100 is identical to the Billiard.
We also noticed that if orbit vertices slide along the Billiard in one direction,
X11 (resp. the Extouchpoints) will move along the Caustic in the opposite (resp.
same) direction, depicted on this video [17, pl#10].
5

A point’s double-length reflection about the Barycenter X2 .
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Fig. 10: The EB (black), as well as an N = 3 orbit (blue), with P1 the starting
vertex, and the Caustic (brown). Also shown are the orbit’s Incircle (green) and
9-Point Circle (pink), whose single point of contact is the Feuerbach Point X11 .
Shown also is its anticomplement X100 , and the three Extouchpoints e1 , e2 , e3 .
Remarkable properties include: X11 and the Extouchpoints sweep the Caustic,
and X100 sweeps the Billiard (in opposite directions). Video [17, pl#12]

Other interesting loci worthy of mention include:
– Symmedian Point6 X6 : a convex quartic. When 1 < a/b < 2 it closely approximates a perfect ellipse.
– Orthic’s Incenter: a piecewise-elliptic locus with 4 kinks, shown in a video [17,
pl#11]
– Intouchpoints of the Anticomplementary Triangle: identical to the Billiard [15],
shown in a video [17, pl#12]
The reader can easily observe the above with our applet [16].

4 A Point Locus
Triangular centers and vertices of derived triangle produce, we’ve seen, beautiful
loci. But one center, the Mittenpunkt X9 , took us aback. As shown is Figure 11
and on this video [17, video #13]:
Theorem 5 For the 3-periodic family , the Mittenpunkt X9 is stationary at the
Billiard’s center.
This fact can be proven by an affine transformation [21] explained in Figure 11.
6 Point of concurrence of a triangle’s symmedians, i.e., the reflection of medians about the
bisectors.
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Fig. 11: Affine proof (pun intended!) [21] for the Stationarity of the Mittenpunkt.
Left: N = 3 orbit (blue), its Excentral Triangle (green), and the construction for
X9 , the Mittenpunkt, stationary at the center of the Billiard (black). Right: Under
a suitable affine transform, the Billiard becomes a circle, side midpoints become
chord midpoints (distance ratios are preserved). By symmetry, lines connecting
transformed Excenters to the latter must concur at the circle center, uniquely
identified under the transform with the Billiard center. Video [17, pl#13]

A triangle’s Circumellipse [29] passes through its three vertices. For N = 3
orbits, we call this object a Circumbilliard. Since the orbit’s Mittenpunkt X9 is
congruent with the Billiard’s center, we can state (Video [17, pl#14]):
Corollary 1 Every triangle has a circumellipse to which it is a Billiard orbit,
whose center coincides with the triangle’s Mittenpunkt.

5 Constant Ratio of Radii
In this Section we describe how we’ve stumbled upon an incredible manifestation
of perimeter and γ constancy, involving simple measures in a triangle, and its
surprising corollaries.
Denote the radii of an N = 3 orbit’s Incircle, Circumcircle, and 9-Point Circle
[29] as r (Inradius) R (Circumradius) and r9 , respectively, Figure 12.
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Fig. 12: A 3-periodic (blue), a starting vertex P1 , the Incircle (green), Circumcircle
(purple), and 9-Point Circle (pink), whose centers are X1 , X3 , and X5 , and radii
are the inradius r, circumradius R, and 9-Point Circle radius r9 .

The relation R/r9 = 2 is well-known [29]. Remarkably [8]:
Theorem 6 A 3-periodic family conserves the r/R ratio.
Specifically, r/R can be expressed in terms of two known constants of motion:
perimeter and angular momentum [14, 27], as follows:
r
= γL − 4 .
R

(3)

Additionally, it can be shown that when the EB is circular, r/R is maximal at
0.5 (orbits are equilaterals). As a/b → ∞, the ratio goes to zero.

5.1 Conservation of the Sum of Cosines
Denote θi , i = 1, 2, 3 the angles internal to the orbit. The following is an identity
valid for any triangle [11]:
3
X
i=1

cos θi = 1 +

r
.
R

(4)

Since the right-hand side is constant, so must be the sum of the cosines! So a
corollary to Theorem 6 is:
Corollary 2 A 3-periodic family conserves the sum of cosines.
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Fig. 13: Left: the EB (black), an N = 3 orbit (blue), and its Excentral Triangle
(green). Middle: both the orbit and its Excentral are shown in an “elementary”
configuration: two vertices are pinned to the x axis and a third one is set free, in
such a way that triangles here are similar to their counterparts on the left. Isocurves
of constant cosine sum are shown in terms of the position of the free vertex.
Notice only the orbit triangle follows such an isocurve (dashed blue). Right: Here
isocurves of cosine product are shown, showing the free vertex of the Excentral
Triangle moves along one (dashed green). Video [17, pl#15]

5.2 Conservation of the Product of Excentral Cosines
A triangle is always the Orthic of its Excentral [29]. If θi0 are the Excentral’s angles,
the following is a known relation [11]:
3
Y
i=1

| cos θi0 | =

r
.
4R

(5)

Let θi0 be an angle of the Excentral Triangle opposite to orbit angle θi . It
i
can be shown that θi0 = π−θ
2 , i.e., the Excentral Triangle is acute. Therefore the
absolute sign in Equation 5 can be dropped. Since the right hand side of the above
is constant:
Corollary 3 A 3-periodic family conserves the product of Excentral cosines.
Figure 13 illustrates conservation of sum (resp. product) of N = 3 orbit (resp.
Excentral Triangle) cosines.

5.3 Conservation of Excentral-to-Orbit Area Ratio
Let A be the area of some triangle and Ah the area of its Orthic. A well-known relation is that the ratio A/Ah is inversely proportional to the Inradius-to-Circumradius
ratio of the Orthic [11]:
A
2Rh
=
.
Ah
rh

(6)
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Since the orbit is its Excentral’s Orthic, r/R constant implies:
Corollary 4 A 3-periodic family conserves the Excentral-to-Orbit area ratio.
6 A Circular Locus
Loci can be ellipses, but can they be a circle? Let P be an N = 3 vertex and P 0 its
reflection about the origin. By symmetry, this will “fall” on the Billiard. Let Q1 and
Q2 be intersections of the tangent to the Billiard at P 0 with the orbit’s Excentral
Triangle T 0 . The following remarkable property holds, illustrated in Figure 14:

Fig. 14: Left: Circular Locus of Q1 (or Q2 ). Right: The Excentral Triangle’s six
intersections with its reflection about its Symmedian Point (congruent with X9 )
is a circle. Video 1, Video 2 [17, pl#16,17]

Theorem 7 The locus of Q1 (or Q2 ) is a circle centered on the Billiard’s.
The circular locus7 is always external to the Billiard and its radius r∗ can be
written as a function of the aspect ratio [8], or even more simply [14, 27]:
L
1
= .
γ
+4
This surprising phenomenon can be viewed here [17, pl#16,17].
r∗ =

r
R

(7)

7 For Triangle enthusiasts, the circular locus is congruent with the Cosine Circle of the
Excentral Triangle, also known as the Second Lemoine Circle, a kind of Tucker Circle [29]. Its
center is the Symmedian Point of the Excentral. Since the latter is congruent with the orbit’s
Mittenpunkt, both radius and center are stationary. No other Tucker Circles for the N = 3
family have been found to be stationary.
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Fig. 15: Left: N = 4 (resp. Right: N = 5) orbits shown in blue. The dashed red
lines connect vertices of the Tangential (green) to orbit sides’ midpoints. Notice
they intersect at the center of the Billiard, a type of generalized Mittenpunkt. Also
shown are (dashed green) perpendiculars dropped from Tangential Vertices onto
orbit sides. Their feet lie on and sweep the Caustic (brown). Video 1, Video 2 [17,
pl#18,19].

7 Monge Madness: onward to N¿3
Close observation of the N = 4 orbit family, Figure 5, provided invaluable clues
with which to generalize N = 3 invariants to N > 3 orbits. Namely:
– Mittenpunkt: The lines connecting the Tangential Polygon’s vertices to the
parallelogram midpoints concur at the Ellipse’s center.
– Null Sum of Cosines: The polygon formed by the four tangency points is a
parallelogram therefore the sum of its cosines is zero.
– Null Product of Cosines: The Tangential Polygon is a rectangle and therefore
the product of its cosines is zero.
– Circular Locus: The orthoptic locus is a circle.

7.1 N > 3 Stationary Point
For an N = 3 orbit, the Mittenpunkt is where lines drawn from each Excenter
through the sides’ midpoints meet. As shown in Figure 15, lines drawn from each
vertex of the Tangential Polygon through the midpoint of the corresponding orbit
side will meet at the center of the Billiard [17, pl#13]. The same proof via an
Affine Transform used in Theorem 5, Figure 11 is used here, so we can state:
Theorem 8 Given an N ≥ 3 orbit family, the point of concurrence of lines drawn
from tangential vertices through the midpoints of orbit sides is stationary at the
center of the Billiard.

Can the Elliptic Billiard Still Surprise Us?
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7.2 Generalized Extouchpoints
Theorem 3 states Extouchpoints are on and sweep the N = 3 caustic. Analogously,
Figure 15:
Theorem 9 The feet of perpendiculars dropped from vertices of the Tangential
Polygon onto orbit sides are on the caustic and have the latter as their locus.
It turns out the above is a special case of Chasles’ Theorem [25].
This offers a method to easily “find” a point on the caustic which only requires
two orbit vertices, alternate to [10] which required the Billiard’s foci.

7.3 N > 3 Cosine Sum and Product
The fact that both N = 3 and N = 4 conserve cosine sum suggests N > 4 might
as well, and this was first confirmed numerically for N = 5, . . . , 30 non-intersecting
orbits at various Billiard aspect ratios. A proof to this surprising fact has been
kindly contributed [28].
Theorem 10 The sum of cosines is conserved for non-intersecting orbits, for all
N.
Beyond establishing theP
sum of cosines was constant, we noticed Equations 3 and 4
imply that for N = 3,
cos θi = γL − 3. The appearance of a “3” suggested we
should verify (numerically) if substituting this digit by N would hold for all N .
Surprisingly this did hold, and a proof soon followed [26]:
Theorem 11 For an N -periodic orbit,

PN

i=1

cos θi = γL − N .

Because all terms γ, L, and N are constant, the above subsumes and is more
specific than Theorem 10. Note that for N = 4, the sum of cosines is zero and
γL = 4, independent of the EB’s aspect ratio.
∇fi .v̂
2γ
Furthermore, since cos θ2i = ||∇f
= ||∇f
, the following expression for the
i ||
i ||
perimeter L will hold:
Corollary 5
L = 8γ

N
X
i=1

1
.
||∇fi ||2

(8)

Since both N = 3 and N = 4 conserve the product of their Excentral/Tangential
cosines, we confirmed numerically that N = 5, . . . , 30 non-intersecting orbits at
various aspect ratios also conserve this quantity. It can also be proven that [1]:
Theorem 12 The product of cosines for the Tangential Polygon of non-intersecting
orbits for any N is conserved.
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7.4 Area Ratio for N > 3
For N = 3 the Excentral-to-Orbit area ratio is conserved, however, we can numerically check this is not the case for N = 4. Proceeding to N > 4 we verify
that only odd N preserve area ratio, a fact which has been subsequently formally
proven [28].
Theorem 13 The ratio of areas between Tangential Polygon and Non-Self-Intersecting
Orbit is conserved for all odd N .
7.5 N > 4 Circular Loci
For the N = 3 case, Figure 14, the locus of the intersection of an Excentral
Triangle edge with an alternate edge reflected about the Billiard center is a circle.
For N = 4 we have Monge’s Orthoptic Circle. Here is how these two constructions
can be unified to N > 4, Figure 16, [17, pl#5]:
Theorem 14 Let O be the center of the Billiard. The locus of the intersection of
an edge of the Tangential Polygon with the reflection of the next tangential edge
about O is a circle centered on O. Its radius is r∗ = 1/γ.
Proof [27]: Let ∇i denote ∇fi of Equation 2. Consider two consecutive orbit vertices Pi and Pi+1 . Momentum conservation (Equation 1) implies v̂.∇i = −v̂.∇i+1 =
2γ. So we have:
v̂. (∇i + ∇i+1 ) = 0 .
(9)
Since ∇i (resp. ∇i+1 ) is normal to the ellipse at Pi (resp. Pi+1 ), a point z on the
tangent line at Pi (resp. −Pi+1 ) is given by z.∇i = 2 (resp. z.∇i+1 = −2). Let z
be where both lines intersect, z. (∇i + ∇i+1 ) = 0. It follows from Equation 9 that
z is parallel to v̂. Since v̂.∇i = 2γ and z.∇i = 2, we have z = v̂/γ. That is, z lies
on the circle of radius 1/γ.
u
t

Fig. 16: The construction of a circular locus for N = 5, 6. Video 1, Video 2 [17,
pl#20,21]
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8 Conclusion & Questions

The reader is invited to check out more details about this work on a companion
website [19]. We part with the following questions:

– For N = 3, what determines whether a triangle center or derived vertex produces an elliptic vs a more complicated locus? Which loci are algebraic, and
which are not? Is there a general theory?
– Are there ellipsoidal (3d) counterparts to these invariants?
– Which invariants are still true for self-intersecting orbits? (consider videos for
N=4 and N=5 [17, pl#3,4])
– Are there invariants for non-billiard (Poncelet) orbit families, e.g., created with
two non-confocal or misaligned ellipse pairs, as shown in [22]? A recent Video
[17, pl#22] shows certain aligned Poncelet pairs can collapse the locus of Triangular Centers to a point (X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,X4 ,X6 ). Can an explicit map be found
where stationary points under some special Poncelet Pair are identified with
the Mittenpunkt of a Billiard (confocal) pair?
– Are there properties of triangle centers if orbits are defined on the surface of
a sphere where edges become arcs of great circles (geodesics)? How about on
the surface of an ellipsoid, bounded by the lines of curvature? Such Billiards
are also known to be integrable [23].
– In the spirit of Theorem 11, can expressions be derived in terms of γ, L, N for
the constant product of tangential polygon cosines and tangential-to-orbit area
ratios?

8.1 List of Videos

Videos mentioned above have been placed on a Youtube playlist [17]. Table 1 contains quick-reference links to all videos mentioned, with column “PL#” providing
video number within the playlist.
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Title
Open trajectories: varying input angle
Locus of Incenter and Intouchpoints
Self-intersecting orbits
Monge’s Orthoptic Circle
Orbits and their Caustics
Elliptic loci for X1 . . . X5
Elliptic locus of the Excenters
Loci of Medial, Intouch, Feuerbach Tri’s
Locus of Feuerbach Pt. and Anticompl.
Locus of Orthic Incenter is 4-piece ellipse
Anticompl. Intouchpts. are on the Billiard
Mittenpunkt stationary at Billiard center
The Circumbilliard
Constant cosine sum and product
Stationary Cosine Circle
Generalized Mittenpunkt and Extouchpts.
Generalized stationary circle
Loci with Poncelet Ellipse Pairs

Reznik, Garcia and Koiller
Fig.
1
2,7a
–
5
6
7
8
9
10
–
–
11
–
13
14
15
16
–

Links
N=3
N=3
N=4, N=5
N=4
N=3. . . 6
N=3
N=3
N=3
N=3
N=3
N=3
N=3
N=3
N=3
v1, v2
N=4,5, N¿3
N=5, N=3. . . 8
N=3

PL#
1
2
3,4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16,17
18,19
20,21
22

Table 1: Quick-reference to videos mentioned in the paper. Column “PL#” is the
entry within the Youtube playlist [17].
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